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This article looks at the development of bilateral 
relations between Canada and Finland from the 
earliest days to the 1960s.1 Until after the First 
World War contacts between the two countries 
remained informal. Finland was a source of im
migrants for Canada as well as a trade competitor 
especially in the area of forest products. With the 
establishment of formal contacts in the 1920s, 
the interaction of the two states remained at a 
low level. The Second World War saw widespread 
sympathy for Finland during the Winter War but 
that devolved into official enemy status after De
cember 1941. With the conclusion of the Paris 
Peace Treaty in 1946 relations were normalized, 
but not until 1960 was a Canadian embassy 
opened in Finland.

Canada and Finland are in many ways very 
different, but they also share many common 
traits. Both countries have a varied land mass, 
but much of Finland in terms of geology and 
geography resembles Labrador and the northern 
parts of Ontario and Quebec.2 For this reason 
a Finnish geographical expedition visited north 
eastern Canada in 1937 and again in 1939.3 Bi
lingualism is a feature of both countries, as is 
liberal democracy with the rule of law and in
dividual rights. Geopolitically Canada and Fin
land are middle powers, integrated in regional 
organizations or structures such as the EU and 
NAFTA. Both are exporting countries. These 
similarities also extend to shared values such as 
a belief in multilateralism and peaceful conflict 
resolution. Both countries have historically been

major contributors to UN peacekeeping. Like
wise, they have some common interests such as 
the Circumpolar North, as seen in membership 
in the Arctic Council.4

After Confederation, the Canadian govern
ment made a concerted effort to attract Finnish 
immigrants, regarded as hard workers and ideal 
settlers. As Immigration Agent John Dyke wrote 
in 1882 about some Finns employed building 
the Canadian Pacific Railway, “They are first 
class axemen, charcoal burners, and miners, and 
as such would I feel confident to be a most valu
able class of settlers to encourage to any part of 
the Dominion”.5 Through the use of immigra
tion agents, the first informal Canadian contacts 
with Finland began. Immigration agents would 
periodically visit Finland to report on condi
tions there, and later “unofficial agents” were 
contracted on an ad hoc basis to distribute im
migration literature and find immigrants.6 Can
ada had to compete with the United States for 
Finnish immigrants, and these early efforts were 
not very successful. In response to the repressive 
Russification policies many Finns were looking 
to escape their homeland, but efforts to induce 
mass migration to Canada failed. By hiring addi
tional agents, working with the Canadian Pacific 
Railway and shipping companies, there was more 
success attracting Finns in small groups. By the 
1911 Census there were 15,497 Finns in Can
ada.7

Finns were almost universally literate and 
many actively participated in political debate.
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